You know how it is, the team is set to start with the first testing round, the first replication run is triggered and the log is full of errors. Analyzing the errors, you come to the conclusion that the used test data is not fit for your test cases and integration scenario. Precious time lost, the start of the testing phase postponed.

**HR Data Generator** has been designed to automate the process of creating new test employees. This assists HR Administrators and Consultants by fast tracking the test cycles and save critical time. The application works along with SAP SuccessFactors and clones employees based on existing references while you grab a coffee. Creating solid test data on SuccessFactors, meeting your requirements has never been that easy. All personal information created reflects real cases.

Visit our site and know more about **HR Test Data Generator** or click here
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**Test Data Creation**
Create Multiple data sets with one click. Trigger multiple processes in parallel and let Middleware do the work for you. Data can be copied as is or can be anonymized. Find your results of the created personnel numbers, after successful creation, in your SuccessFactors instance or export the list of new test employees to share it with the team.

**History Function**
See the history of the personnel test data sets that were created in the last 15 runs and, directly open and see it in your SuccessFactors instance. Browse the history of your previously created HR Test Case. See the complete list of created and failed entities and why.

**Easy set-up**
No lengthy deployment of the application on your system. Everything is in the cloud. No implementation project required. Be up in running in no time.

**User Experience**
Highly intuitive UI. No technical expertise required.

**Test Data Creation**
During test phase, e.g. such as UAT, there is a need to have valid test data, that is meeting the test case requirements. If the test data lacks quality, there is a high risk, that the test-phase will not fulfill its purpose, jeopardizing the project success.

With the HR test Data Generator you can automatically create as much data sets in your SuccessFactors System as you want, meeting the testcase data requirements.

**Copy Data**
On a day to day basis, the HR administrator has to analyze personnel data, e.g. to resolve errors, do a "what if" change to a data set, but would not do this in the productive environment. Therefor a copy of an employee data set into a testing environment, even in an anonymized format, will provide the appropriate working environment.

Visit our site and know more about **HR Test Data Generator**

or click [here](http://www.integrtr.com)